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S A V A N N A H  B A D A L I C H  
savannahbadalich.com 

 

SUMMARY I am a public policy specialist and human-centered design practitioner 
with a focus on trust and safety on user-generated platforms. 

 

EDUCATION  Columbia University  
Master of Arts (2018) 
Human Rights Studies and Technology 
Thesis: “Online Radicalization of White Women to Organized White Supremacy” 
My coursework focused on the intersection of human rights and 
international law and technology. I researched user-generated content on 
popular social media platforms to map trends, behaviors, and tactics that 
lead to hate violence and abuse by users and hate groups. My thesis 
focused on the radicalization of white women to organized white 
supremacy on reddit, Twitter, and YouTube, specifically the way content 
policies, trust & safety mechanisms, and recommendation algorithms 
facilitate hate violence and radicalization. 

 
University of California, Los Angeles  
Bachelors of Arts (2015) 
Gender Studies Major, Global Studies Minor  

 

WORK  Civic Hall,   
EXPERIENCE  Director of Training and Education   Apr ‘18 – Present 

Program Manager     Aug ‘17 – Apr ‘18 
A nonprofit dedicated to advancing the application of technology for public 
good and helping others do the same. I lead the development of digital 
skills trainings, consulting, and other programs for nonprofits and 
government agencies to understand how to building, influence, and 
leverage technology for their communities. I previously developed a civic 
startup accelerator that helped early-stage civic tech startups develop 
impactful digital products using human-centered product design. I 
continue to consult tech startups, nonprofits, and government agencies 
on human-centered product design, proactive platform policy 
recommendations, and trust and safety insights on their products’ 
features. 

 
CUNY TechWorks,  

 Faculty Instructor, Human-Centered Design  Mar ’19 – Present 
I teach UX and human-centered design with an emphasis on ethical 
design principles to help students understand a more intentional 
approach when developing digital products. 
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Breakthrough,  
 Program Consultant     Aug ’17 – Dec ‘18 

Program Manager     Nov ‘16 – Aug ‘17 
Program Associate     Nov ‘15 – Oct ‘16 
A global human rights organization working to drive culture change to 
make violence against women and girls unacceptable; I led our fellowship 
program, curriculum development, and digital strategy. 
 
Bruin Consent Coalition 
Founder & Adviser     Aug ‘13 – Sep ‘15 
A nationally recognized campaign seeking to educate students on sexual 
consent education, bystander intervention, and resources; Utilized social 
media for awareness and education campaigns and was featured on 
major websites and news programs including BuzzFeed and CNN; 
Drafted language used in campus, state, and national policy and 
legislation on campus sexual assault prevention. 

 
NO MORE  
Communication & Outreach Coordinator  June ‘14 – Feb ‘15 
Developed webinar training and social media content to educate the 
public, students, campuses, and corporations on sexual and domestic 
violence; Provided support for survivors who contacted the campaign and 
connected them to NO MORE’s coalition of sexual assault prevention 
resources, non-profits, local/state coalitions, and rape crisis centers. 

 

 
ADDITIONAL NO MORE 
EXPERIENCE  Board Member     Oct ’16 – Present 

Serve on NO MORE’s Board of Directors and provide strategy 
recommendations and mission support for the organization moving 
forward. 

 
ICANN 
NextGen Participant      Mar ‘18 
One of fifteen participants selected to present on my current thesis 
research on the effects on platforms' content policies, features, and 
recommendation algorithms on the radicalization to white supremacy at 
ICANN61 in San Juan, Puerto Rico. 
 
UN Inter-Agency Network on Youth Development’s Working Group

 on Youth and Gender Equality  
Member      Jan ‘16 – Present 
Create partnerships with young women and young men across the world 
in order to promote gender equality in achieving the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) with special focus on SDG 5. 

 
 


